advertorial
trips to the pharmacy and help you
stay compliant with your medication.
As a compounding pharmacy,
Solutions Pharmacy custom makes
medications in specific strengths or
dosage forms like creams, liquids,
and lozenges. The staff can even
flavor medication to make it more
palatable!
Dedicated to contributing to
a healthy community, Solutions
Pharmacy offers FREE programs:

FREE ANTIBIOTIC AND VITAMIN
PROGRAM (Kids 12 & Under)

Unique
like you!
Susie of Dripping Springs knows
all too well that filling prescriptions,
understanding insurance, getting
information about medication, and
keeping her family healthy can
be challenging and complicated.
She’s found a solution and partner
in Solutions Pharmacy, Dripping
Springs’ new local compounding
pharmacy in the Medical Towers at
Sawyer Ranch Road.
“When my insurance changed,
the staff helped get my medicine
without skipping a day and patiently
explained the changes,” Susie says.
“Every experience with Solutions
Pharmacy has been excellent. The
staff genuinely cares about me.”

Solutions Pharmacy’s motto is
Unique Like You, and the staff is
dedicated to building relationships
with every patient and customer.
“They know you by name, and you
feel like they’re looking out for you.”
Susie says. Staff members enjoy
educating every patient about their
medication, checking on patients
when they take a new medication,
and proactively sharing resources
that may help patients.
Susie also appreciates that
Solutions Pharmacy “makes things
easy.” The pharmacy offers free
delivery to Dripping Springs and
most of Austin and is committed
to notifying patients when their
medication is ready to be refilled and
keeping them updated on the status
of their prescriptions.
Through the pharmacy’s
Medication Sync program, the
staff works with your doctors and
arranges all your medications to be
refilled at the same time to save you

Owner James Montgomery
believes “healthy kids make healthy
communities.” Solutions Pharmacy
will fill most antibiotic prescriptions
free of charge with a valid
prescription and kids will receive free
vitamins every month (daily chewable
vitamin and mineral supplement).

DIABETIC CARE CLUB
Montgomery understands that
“compliance with medication
and treatment plans is critical to
managing diabetes.” So patients in
this program receive one free meter,
free test strips every month, support
and resources from the pharmacist,
and a discount on wellness
supplements.
Visit this unique pharmacy and
watch the team make custom
medications in their laboratory.
Shop quality supplement and
wellness products while sipping on
a coffee or smoothie made in the
pharmacy’s full-service coffee bar,
the Acoffeecary! (See page 22 for a
coupon.)

13830 Sawyer Ranch Road #104 • Dripping Springs, TX 78620 • 512.382.9381
Visit solutionsrxaustin.com for a complete list of services and programs
and connect with them on Facebook!
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